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A B S T R A C T

This paper presents a novel phase change memory (PCM) cell emulator circuit design created solely with off-the-
shelf discrete electronic components. The designed emulator circuit reproduces PCM cell behavior in terms of
temperature across the cell, threshold voltage, and programmed resistance levels in response to a given input.
The presented circuit is designed and tested in simulation environment using LTSpice. The circuit was then built
with CMOS 0.35 µm technology along with other off-the-shelf discrete components. The designed emulator
circuit successfully generated the operational features of a PCM cell. The emulator circuit assessed the impact of
the programming time, produced the standard I-V characteristics of a PCM element and retained the stored data
throughout the duration of operation. Furthermore, the simulation and experimental results of the designed
emulator circuit were found to be in close agreement with the experimental data obtained from an actual
Ge2Sb2Te5 (GST) based PCM element.

1. Introduction

The current computer memory hierarchy has a performance gap
between the volatile (SRAM, DRAM) and non-volatile (Flash) memory;
in terms of operating speed, density, and power consumption. This
created the need for a new memory class that can bridge the gap by
having the operation speed of volatile memory (VM) and the endur-
ance, density and power consumption of the non-volatile memory
(NVM) [1]. Emerging resistive switching memory technologies that can
be used in bridging the gap in traditional memory hierarchy, computing
[2], improving cache memory performance [3,4], and replacing flash
memories are widely studied in technical literature [5–10]. These
emerging non-volatile technologies offer low power consumption, high
operating speed, long data retention, and high scalability leading to
high density.

The operating concept of resistive switching memories relies on the
fact that the equivalent resistance of the memory cell can be controlled
by applying external potential, leading the cell resistance to change.
This resistive switching is induced either electrically as the case of
Memristors, or magnetically as in Magnetic Tunnel Junction (MTJ) and
Ferroelectric RAM (FeRAM), or thermally as in Phase Change Memory
(PCM) [11,12]. Therefore, the memory cell can store binary data by
being in one of two resistive states; where the relatively high resistive
state corresponds to “0” and the relatively low resistive state represents
“1”.

This work focuses on PCM, as it offers high performance properties
making it a strong and desirable candidate in applications other than

memory. E.g. processors [13], space applications [14], and as electronic
synaptic element for building brain-like systems [15]. Due to such wide
array of potential applications of PCM; a comprehensive and descriptive
model of PCM element is in order. Researchers have developed many
simulation models [16–21]; but to physically implement and test PCM
behavior and to exploit its potential in various applications an emulator
is required. The emulator is constructed with an electrical circuit that
mimics the behavior of PCM cell. This circuit can then be used to design
and develop applications of PCM without the cost and technical
difficulties associated with fabricating nano-scaled devices. Emulators
are also considered a strong learning tool whereby simply assembling
the discrete components; the electrical properties of PCM can be tested
and studied.

In technical literature, there has been several emulator models for
other NVM technologies such as Memristors [22–25], and NAND flash
[26]. The emulator model presented in [26] provided a platform to
evaluate the cyclability effects in FPGA based NVM. However the focus
was on NAND flash technology and only proposed that the work can be
extended to accommodate PCM. Therefore, to the best of our knowl-
edge at the time of this writing, the only PCM emulator circuit
presented in technical literature is [27]. While several simulation
models were proposed [16–21]. The simulation models in
[16,17,19,21] presented Verilog-A based models for PCM. However,
the models in [16,19,21] did not propose any circuit designs, thus not
necessarily ensuring the validity of the simulation results. Moreover,
the models in [19,20] were not able to generate the I-V characteristics
of PCM cell. In contrast to the other simulation models; the one
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proposed in [18] considered the voltage snapback and succeeded in
generating the I-V characteristics. Therefore, it was used as baseline in
developing the emulator design proposed in this work. Moreover, the
emulator circuit presented in [27] lacked the ability to identify the
threshold voltage dependence on resistance, and did not fully char-
acterize the effect of programming time. These issues are addressed in
the emulator circuit design presented in this work.

In this paper we propose an emulator circuit design that is built
solely with off-the-shelf discrete components, and can be simply
constructed and tested. The presented emulator can be used as a circuit
replacement of an actual PCM cell; to explore potential PCM applica-
tions, and as an educational tool to understand the basics of PCM
operation. The emulator is first designed with the aid of SPICE tools
(LTSpice IV). Once the SPICE based model is tested and verified,
hardware implementation of the suggested emulator design is con-
structed with CMOS 0.35 µm technology, and tested to validate its
behavior.

In a similar manner to Memristor emulators [22–24]; the designed
and built PCM emulator circuit possessed the operational features of an
actual PCM element. It should be noted that the emulator circuit
generates the operational features of the NVM device i.e. I-V response,
and retains the stored data in resistance form for the duration of
operation. However, the emulator circuit's consumed energy is asso-
ciated with the used hardware components and cannot be associated
with the actual NVM element. Nonetheless, the designed emulator
circuit recreated other operational features including; temperature
profile, resistance behavior and standard I-V characteristics. Further-
more, the results obtained from the designed and build circuit were
compared to experimental data and found to be in close agreement with
experimental data of the actual PCM elements.

The layout of the rest of this paper is as follows; Section 2 explains
the operational characteristics of PCM element. The designed emulator
circuit is described in detail in Section 3. While the experimental and
simulation results are presented and discussed in Section 4. Finally the
paper is concluded in Section 5.

2. Operation concept of PCM

The controllable resistance of phase change materials is exploited to
store data by assigning a binary equivalent to each resistance level, i.e.
high resistance (RRESET) represents “0” and low resistance (RSET)
represents “1”. The targeted resistance is achieved by utilizing Joule
heating effect. To program the PCM cell into the amorphous highly
resistive phase (RESET); a steep pulse is applied melting the phase
change material then rapidly cooling it down as seen in Fig. 1. While to
program the PCM cell into the low resistance crystalline phase (SET); a
pulse with lower amplitude is applied. The pulse raise the temperature
above GST crystallizing temperature (Tcryt) and well below melting
temperature (Tmelt) for duration sufficient to crystallize the phase
change material as shown in Fig. 1.

The generated Joule heat (Wj) due to the applied input (Vin) can be

evaluated with (1). The temperature across the PCM cell (Tcell) as a
function of the input is evaluated by the heat transfer Eq. (2), where r1
and r2 are the thickness of active layer and GST layer respectively. k is
the thermal conductivity, t is time, and C is the heat capacity [19].

W = V × Ij in cell (1)
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Both programming and reading processes can be grasped by
considering the I-V characteristics of a standard PCM cell depicted in
Fig. 2 [28]. When a voltage higher than the threshold is applied across a
cell that is initially at high resistance amorphous state (RRESET); it is
noted that the amorphous phase exhibits a switching behavior and a
snapback occurs at that point. Then the resistance of amorphous region
goes into a lower resistance state (RON). If this voltage is maintained for
sufficient duration; crystallization process takes place, and this process
is referred to as SET process.

On the other hand, if the cell was at crystalline state (RSET) and a
sharp voltage pulse that is enough to raise the temperature above GST
melting point is applied as shown in Fig. 2; a phase switch into
amorphous state takes place. This process is referred to as RESET
process. It should be noted that the threshold voltage of the amorphous
structure Vthmax is larger than the threshold voltage of the crystalline
one Vthmin. Furthermore, to read the PCM cell a voltage below the
threshold is applied to avoid unintentional programming. Then the
current across the cell is measured to evaluate the resistance of the cell,
knowing that there is a large resistance ratio between amorphous and
crystalline phase.

3. PCM cell emulator circuit

The designed emulator circuit is constructed of interconnected main
modules namely thermal, decision, control, and resistance modules as
shown in Fig. 3. Each module receives an input or more from the other
modules and accordingly generates an output. The output is in turn
delivered to the next module after being amplified and/or inverted. The
thermal module estimates the equivalent temperature across the PCM
cell as a function of the applied input. While the decision module along
with the control module evaluate the thermal range of the applied
pulse, and accordingly whether the cell is being programmed or read. If
it was being programmed it determines to which of the two possible
states i.e. SET or RESET. Finally the resistance module estimates the
equivalent resistance of the cell i.e. the stored bit value. When these
interconnected units function properly; they will be able to recreate the
operational features of a single PCM cell. In the following a detailed
description of the proposed emulator circuit design depicted in Fig. 3 is
provided. Additionally, the dynamics of interconnection between the
main modules and intermediate units, along with the used discrete
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Fig. 1. Programming temperatures of GST based PCM cells.
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Fig. 2. PCM cell I-V characteristic.
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